
The 7 Key Components
of a Perfect Elevator
Pitch

Whether you are trying to raise money from angel investors or

venture capitalists for your business, or just want to perfect your

business strategy, a solid elevator pitch is an essential tool for

achieving your goals. An elevator pitch that describes your business

in a nutshell can be delivered as a speech (ideally in 60 seconds or

less), a pitch presentation, or as a one-page overview of your

business. An easy way to think of your pitch is as an executive

summary that provides a quick overview of your business and details

why you are going to be successful.
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ITS Groups Pitch Competition:

itsgroups.co.uk/pitching

DESCRIBE
YOUR

SOLUTION
Too many entrepreneurs start their

elevator pitch by describing their

solution: a product or service that they

think the market needs. They skip

step 1 and don’t identify the problem

they are solving. As a smart

entrepreneur, you can avoid this

mistake by first making sure that you

are solving a real problem that

customers actually have before you

define your solution. Once you have

clearly defined the problem you are

solving, you need to explain your

solution.

DESCRIBE
THE

COMPETITION KNOW YOUR
TARGET
MARKET

DEFINE THE
PROBLEM

The most important thing is to

identify a problem that is worth

solving. If your product or service

doesn’t solve a problem that potential

customers have, you don’t have a

viable business model. Simple as that.

You should try and divide your

target market into segments—

smaller groups of people whom

you expect to market to.

Every business has competition. Even

if no one has come up with a solution

similar to what you have come up

with, your potential customers are

solving the problem they have with

some alternative. For example, the

competitors to the first cars weren’t

other cars. The competition was

horses and walking. As you think

about your competition and existing

alternatives, think about what

advantages your solution offers over

the competition.

How to build a winning elevator

pitch in 7 steps:



Once you’ve gotten feedback and honed your pitch even further,

record yourself saying it. Listen to your tone—make sure it’s friendly,

non-threatening, and that you’re not talking a mile a minute

(knowing you only have a few moments to speak may

subconsciously increase your pace).Really listen to what you’re

saying—make sure you’re not repeating words and that you’re

sending the message you really want to convey.

You only have a few seconds to grab your audience’s attention and

explain the value of your company’s product or service. In fact,

interactive or visual content is processed 60,000 times faster than

written content. 

Click on this link and participate in this competition for a stunning

animated video:

https://www.itsgroups.co.uk/pitching

INCLUDE A
FINANCIAL
SUMMARY

For a great pitch, you don’t

necessarily have to show a detailed

five-year financial forecast. What’s

more important is that you

understand your business model.

“Business model” may sound like

something complex, but fortunately

it’s not. All you need to know is who

pays your bills and what kinds of

expenses you will have.

SHARE WHO’S
ON YOUR
TEAM

As great as your idea is, only the right

team will be able to effectively

execute and build a great company.

In the “team” portion of your elevator

pitch, you should talk about why you

and your business partners are the

right team to execute your vision,

and why your team’s skill set is

precisely what is needed to lead your

company to success.

Try to think about what it is that you’re after.

If the investors understand what you’re doing and they like you, They will want to

connect you. So make it easy for them.

Information Source:

articles.bplans.com/the-7-key-components-

of-a-perfect-elevator-pitch/
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WHAT DO YOU WANT?

Record Your Pitch and send it

for us


